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‘I feel most coloured when thrown against a sharp white background…’, and when weaponised by white 
supremacy against the peers that are my beloveds. (Zora Neale Hurston, I Love Myself When I’m Laughing 
(and then again when I’m mean and impressive), The Feminist Press, 1979)

In many ways am I black.
In many ways am I mixed.
In many ways am I a dilution of blackness.
In many ways am I utilised to reinforce white supremacy.
In many ways do I work to reclaim black liberation.

To be a person of colour living in and conditioned by a majority white society is to be in constant navigation 
of the violent colonial lightening projects of which I both am and am not a product. I am haunted by many 
spectres of race and racialisation, many power-plays shadow my steps. I both am and am not in control, do 
and do not benefit. I know I do not consent, I know it is mywork to resist.

“The curse may have been rooted in a lie, but perhaps it bore the fruit of truth. The old people of her village 
used to tell a story about a woman who was said to have been cursed. She lived under a palm tree on the 
Northwest side, and no one had ever called her by her name. Her mother had died so that she might live, 
and on her tenth birthday, she had been carrying a pot of boiling hot oil from one hut to another. Her 
father was napping on the ground, and she, thinking that she could step over him instead of going around, 
tripped, spilling the hot oil onto his face and disfiguring him for the rest of his life, which lasted only 
twenty-five more days. She was banished from the house, and she wondered the Gold Coast for years, until 
she returned atthe age of seventeen, a strange, rare beauty. Thinking that perhaps she no longer courted 
death wherever she went, a boy who had known her when she was young offered to marry her as she
was, destitute, and without family. She conceived within a month, but when the baby came out it
was half-caste. Blue eyed and light-skinned. It died four days later. She left her husband’s house the 
night of the child’s death and went to live under the palm tree, punishing herself for the rest of her life.”  
(Yaa Gyasi, Homegoing, Knopf Publishing Group, 2016)

Navigating Proximities explores the politics of identity by generating discussion around the notion of 
‘colourism’. The project explores race beyond the binary of ‘white’ and ‘black’ identities, making for a 
nuanced and interdisciplinary conversation of artists and thinkers from varied, often intersecting 
diasporas. Engaging a science fictional or speculative approach, the artists challenge and interrogate their 
own positions as immigrants, Latinx, as Latin Americans, as females/femmes, as mixed, as white passing, 
as identity thinkers.

“In some lights they were hardly there at all, just visible as a drifting quality in the light, a
rhythmic evanescence, like veils of transparency turning before a mirror.” 
(Philip Pullman, The Subtle Knife, Scholastic Point, 1997)

To be an artist of colour is never to just “make art”. Our work is must be constantly ethnicised, as descendants 
of colonial fantasies are played out upon our many present bodies. Exhausted by the incessant need to 
code, and recode our work as the great ethnographic art critic cracks closer and closer to the bone of 
inter-communication - how do I make the work I need to make to process, to survive to heal, without 
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offering what curator Renée Mussai calls “ethnic access” to the insatiable colonial gaze? Even as I try to 
begin to understand my own body in the white space of the gallery, the theatre, the canvass, the specific 
site of practice, it is served up on “blacker” and “blacker” platters. The experience of consumption is 
unimaginably violent, at times excruciatingly imperceptible until you are hollowed out and panting.

“Well, when a Specter catch a grownup, that’s bad to see. They eat the life out of them there and then, 
all right. I don’t want to be grown up, for sure. At first they know it’s happening, and they’re afraid; they 
cry and cry. They try and look away and pretend it ain’ happening, but it is. It’s too late. And no one ain’ 
gonna go near them, they on they own. Then they get pale and they stop moving. They still alive, but it’s 
like they been eaten from inside. You look in they eyes, you see the back of they heads. Ain’ nothing there.” 
(Pullman)

Then there is us, the mixed ones; mulatas; half-castes; creolised; high-yellas; bi-racial; halfies; white-
passing; coconuts; bounties; displaced; diaspora; the cursed ones, no longer from where we are from 
- where exactly do you mean when you say “where”, it’s two places, three places, several continental-
crossings later, shall we just stick with London?

The wounds are deep my therapist explains, the wounds are deep my lover confirms, the wounds are 
deep my writing tells me as it’s ripped from fingertips which only this morning put down Yaa Gyasi’s 
Homegoing. Which only this morning read of stories from the ancestors of my tribe in Ghana which 
believe/d my existence was cursed. Which only last year touched the hand a young woman I didn’t 
know, who told me my father was lucky to have been with a white woman, who would have given him 
much social standing. Fingers that trace and hated my lightness, fingers that reflect and grapple with my 
privilege, often slippery and imperceptible, often obvious to all eyes but mine. Race becomes a haunting. 
Failed(?) colonial lightening projects succeeding at the airport security when I alone of my black family 
pass through without being searched, without being stopped, without being criminalised. Played out at 
the airport security when I alone of the white crowd am searched, am stopped, am criminalised. ‘I feel my 
race. Among the thousand white persons…’ (Hurston, my italics). These spectres of racialisation spectate 
the struggling pathways of identity and identity performance. Race, something that I cling onto, that I hold
dear, a mango seed I swallow to bury deep within myself where it cannot be appropriated or weaponised 
against others. Played out when the air hostess appeals to me to try and explain her racism, when my boss 
asks me for a coffee to explain why the actions of a white woman at our event were racist, when the waiter 
hands me the bill.

Colourism = ‘prejudice or discrimination against individuals with a dark skin tone, typically among people 
of the same ethnic or racial group’ - “the article looks at the roots of colourism and how it has impacted the 
interaction of darkskinned women with light-skinned women”.

To be an artist of colour is to be forever holding/occupying space, standing your ground, subverting a 
battlefield, a ‘sharp, white background.’ To be a light skinned, mixed or whitepassing artist of colour is 
also to obscure others, to take space, to navigate proximities to whiteness, to brownness, to palatability, to 
power. The wounds run deep, I reflect as light skinned women are shamed out of facebook groups, as dark 
skinned women and discriminated against and no-one acknowledges why.

‘...in an attempt to limit dark beauties “refinements of voluptuousness” and “their influence over the 
men, and the fortunes lavished on them,” as the contemporary visitor Leonora Sanjay writes of Haiti - 
forbade mulattas to be called madame, wear silks or jewellery, or to appear in public with uncovered hair.’ 
(Omise’eke Natasha Tinsley, Thiefing Sugar, Duke University Press, 2010).

The politics are old and yet contemporarily painful. The economics continue to speak for
themselves.

“...I am a dark [light?] rock surged upon, and overswept, but through it all, I remain myself. When covered 
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by the waters, I am; and the ebb but reveals me again.” (Hurston) Throughout this navigation, we work 
to stare spectres in the face, we work to represent, to reclaim, to subvert, to recode. Like the children in 
Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials, we are ever moving, self-sufficient only in as much as we are many, 
childhood erasing even as we play at resistance. In many ways to I perform racialisation, in many ways 
will I never be the colonial dream you wish me to inherit. I am again, I am again, I am again. I will work 
not to erase, even as I am overswept and revealed again.

In many ways am I black.
In many ways am I mixed.
In many ways am I a dilution of blackness.
In many ways am I utilised to reinforce white supremacy.
In many ways do I work to reclaim black liberation.

‘My body means nothing to me, it is where I survive. My body means everything to me, it is where I survive.’ 
(Artist Jacob V Joyce, 2017).

– Ama Josephine Budge


